Endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) is based on the principle of enlarging the submucosal space through injection of fluids. This cushion has the potential to pedunculate flat lesions, but also to keep the muscle away from the cutting line. The main problem with the injection is lack of long-lasting stability during the procedure, with a corresponding progressive decrease in the cushion. Two ideas have been initially evaluated for maintaining good-quality lift: use of viscous solutions with restrained diffusion and in parallel, high-pressure injections that allow for frequent repeated introduction of fluid.

Viscous solutions with restrained diffusion in the submucosal layer have been evaluated for obtaining a long-lasting and stable mucosal cushion [1–3]. Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated that the quality of the viscous mucosal cushion is better with a more rigid bleb, facilitating resections. This stable bleb was associated with safer endoscopic resections [4]. One of the most studied solutions was use of hyaluronic acid because of its viscous power and also its capacity for promoting healing [5]. Nevertheless, hyaluronic acid solution is expensive and its viscosity makes injection through an endoscopy needle difficult. Recently, new solutions such as poloxamers have been developed that have variable viscosity, depending on temperature or pressure. For example, poloxamer 407 is fluid at 20 °C and then easily injectable through a needle but becomes a gel once injected into the submucosa where the temperature is 37 °C to make a stable bleb. Fernandez-Esparrrach et al described submucosal injection of poloxamer 407 solution for EMR in 2009 [6] and a new work in this issue of Endoscopy International Open [7] underscores the capacity of such solution to facilitate obtaining good histology specimens with less induction of fibrosis. Furthermore, in this animal study, the authors also demonstrated that the healing properties of poloxamer 407 are close to those of hyaluronic acid, making this solution highly suitable for endoscopic resection.

In parallel, it was also demonstrated that repeated injection of saline with high-pressure systems also allowed for maintenance of a good-quality submucosal cushion by facilitating frequent and forceful fluid reinjection. This repeated injection of saline clearly facilitates endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) and dramatically reduces risk of perforation with both the Erbe (Tuebingen, Germany) [8] and the Nestis (Lyon, France) [9] high-pressure systems.

A question remained about the benefits of combining both viscous solutions and high-pressure injection. Initially, that was not possible with the Erbe pump system, but it is in fact feasible with low-viscosity fluids like glycerol mix, which result in better ESD outcomes than with saline high-pressure injection [10]. Furthermore, in an animal study, we demonstrated that the Nestis system could be used to inject highly viscous solutions, including hyaluronic acid and also poloxamer 407. Furthermore, our study revealed that a combination of high-pressure injection and viscous solution was more effective, with a 25 % increase in speed for achieving ESD of 3-cm lesions [11]. In fact, viscous solutions tend to maintain tension in the injected area and high pressure improves elevation of the bleb, making a suitable mushroom shape. Thanks to those two effects, high pedunculated shape of a bleb is obtained, which facilitates both snare positioning during EMR and scope insertion in the submucosal space during ESD.

Mucosal lifting is a key factor in endoscopic resections both for EMR and ESD and viscous solutions help to produce a high and stable bleb. Nevertheless, ESD is a difficult technique and every technical trick that facilitates the procedure is welcome. Thus, optimized ESD with high-pressure injection of viscous so-
lution eventually combined with traction strategies [12] is probably the way forward in promoting widespread use of this technique.
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